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ACTION FIGURES
5” OPERATION OVERDRIVE POWER

RANGERS– Each Mission Response action figure
contains advanced sound features never before found in
the lineup.  An electronic chip is built into each figure
and triggers exclusive sounds and phrases when placed
on the sensor in the cockpit or the control center of the
Mission Response Vehicle Playset (sold separately).
Activate additional sounds and phrases when you press
the Ranger’s belt buckle.    Each also comes with
accessories, which can all be combined to form a separate
Zord figure.

$6.99 4+ July/September

5” MACH-MORPHIN FIGURES – Get ready to
“battlize” these figures with their cool mission gear.
Each set of battle gear can also be combined together to
form a sword, just like the 7th Ranger on the TV series.

$8.99 4+  July/September

9” MORPH F/X FIGURES – New for 2007!  These
larger scale, battery-operated Moto-Morph figures are
two toys in one.  First, they transform into an awesome
vehicle.  Additionally, kids press the Ranger’s belt
buckle and watch their facial expressions come to life by
changing from civilian to Ranger mode.

$10.99 4+ July/September

11” MEGA TALKING POWER RANGERS – Play
out larger than life adventures with the 11” Black, Red
Sentinel, Mercury Ranger and Sentinel Knight.  These
figures speak two phrases and include accessories to
complete the fun.

$14.99 4+ July

VEHICLES
MEGA POWER RANGERS MINI VEHICLE SETS–
New for 2007! Be ready for any mission anywhere with
these fun collectible sets of mini vehicles.  Connect each
of the TransMax vehicles together to form a Megazord.
Then mix and match the vehicles across the line to create
an even more dynamic Megazord.

$7.99 4+ July/September
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ZORD-TEK TRANS-CYCLES – The always popular
Power Rangers cycle line now offers new features for
2007.  Each cycle comes with a light-up Zord icon that
can be placed on the handlebars, as well as doubles as an
interchangeable head for the Deluxe Megazords (sold
separately).  A 5” Power Rangers action figure is also
included.

$10.99 4+ July/September

ALL-TERRAIN ACTION MACHINES – New for
2007! Two toys in one, transform the Transtek Armor
Machines from Vehicle to Zord Mode.  Collect multiple
Machines and combine them together to form the
ultimate Zord.  Versions include the Red, Black and
Mercury Ranger vehicles.

$14.99 4+ July

MEGAZORDS
TRIPLE TRANSFORMING MEGAZORD SETS –
New for 2007! Each set includes three Zords that
combine to form a Megazord, as well as a unique
accessory.  Construct new Megazord combinations with
all three sets across the lineup for endless possibilities
and fun.

$19.99 4+ July

DELUXE MEGAZORDS – Combine the Zords in each
set to form the awesome Megazords seen on the TV
show—at home.  Land and air missions can be conquered
with the DriveMax Megazord, which can transform into a
vehicle and has lights and sounds.  The DualDrive
Megazord can combine together with the DriveMax to
form the exclusive DualDrive Max Megazord.  Both also
allow kids to interchange the head with the Zord icons
from the Zord-Tek Trans-Cycles for more play value.

$39.99 4+ July

ROLE-PLAY
POWER RANGERS MEGA MISSION HELMET –
New for 2007!  As the ultimate Power Rangers toy of all
time, the all-new Mega Mission Helmet takes the role-
playing action to even greater dimensions!  Kids can now
become their favorite hero in real life with this wearable
Red Ranger helmet that connects to the Internet, via the
included USB cable, to access more than 20 different
secret missions.  Each two-minute role-play adventure
can be easily downloaded into the helmet, with your
parents’ help, and can always be updated once you
complete the last one.

With each training mission, kids are encouraged to
become active by playing out the adventures from the
current Power Rangers Operation Overdrive TV series –
the 15th consecutive year from the popular franchise.  The
helmet comes pre-loaded with one mission and features a

$49.99 4+ August
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see-through visor, lights and sounds for dynamic fun
anytime.

OVERDRIVE MORPHERS – Play out the adventures
as your favorite Power Rangers hero with your very own
Overdrive Morpher.  Imagining as if they are deciphering
clues to find the missing treasures, kids can use a the
unique black light feature to decode  clues found on the
exclusive in-packed scan cards.  The keypad activates six
unique sound sequences, while the Turbo Morph Wheel
launches the morphing sequence seen on the show.  The
new Mercury and Sentinel Morphers offer a cool design
and allow kids to wear them on their wrist.  They also
feature an LCD screen, the first of its kind in the lineup.
Kids can currently log onto www.Bandai.com through
the end of the year to download a special mail-in offer for
a secret message pen that writes in “invisible ink” and
can be deciphered by the black light (shipping and
handling fee of $1.65).

$16.99 4+ July/September

OPERATION OVERDRIVE WEAPONS – Fend off
evil space aliens by using these two in one weapons just
like the ones featured on the TV show.  The Drive
Defender, Drive Lance and Drill Blaster feature lights
and sounds, as well as attachments that power up the
weapons to make them more deluxe.  These attachments
can also be used with the Mega Mission Helmet to
increase the fun.

$14.99 4+ July/September

ROLE-PLAY BY BANDAI CREATION
ULTIMATE MISSION GEAR – New for 2007!
Become the ultimate treasure hunter and morph from kid
to Power Ranger in seconds!  The set includes a chest
piece, mask and utility belt equipped with a light and an
exclusive spot to hold the Overdrive Tracker Morpher
(sold separately).  Additional role-play weapons
(purchased separately) can also be stored in the utility
belt and added for more role-playing fun.

$24.99 4+ July

POWER RANGERS ACADEMY TRAINING SET –
All the essentials to become a Power Ranger, including a
mask, chest plate, Morpher, weapons and a badge.
Character versions include Super Red Ranger, Mercury
Ranger and Battlized Red Power Ranger.

$14.99 4+ July

POWER RANGERS ELECTRONIC HAND GEAR –
Kids can feel and hear the action with the Electronic
Hand Gear. Each set includes a pair of gloves and a
Morpher with action sounds.  The set is available in Red
Power, Mercury, and Green.

$9.99 4+ July
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POWER RANGERS SOFT ATTACK ROLE PLAY –
Have fun while playing safely with two new Power
Rangers weapons, the Mercury Scope and Super Red
Scope.

$9.99 4+ July

WRIST-WATCH FIGURE & MASK SET – New for
2007! Never leave home without your Power Rangers
action figure, which morphs into a digital watch. Now
kids can wear their favorite figure on their wrist wherever
they go.  Each watch includes a Power Rangers mask.

$9.99 4+ July/September

PLAYSET
MISSION RESPONSE VEHICLE PLAYSET – New
for 2007!  Fire missiles and initiate attacks from the
Mission Response Vehicle Playset.  As seen on the
Power Rangers TV show, this deluxe fire engine is
equipped with all of the essentials needed to track down
the missing Crown Aurora jewels.  One exclusive 5”
figure is included, while the 5” Mission Response Power
Rangers can be incorporated for more play.  Exclusive
sounds and phrases can be trigged in each of these
figures when they are placed over the sensors in the
cockpit and control center.  The vehicle playset also
features cool lights, siren sounds, 360-degree missile
launchers, a cycle launcher (cycle sold separately), and
more.

$39.99 4+ July

2007 LIMITED EDITION FIGURES
6.5” RED RANGER FIGURES – New for 2007! For
the first time in Power Rangers history, Bandai America
is offering collectible action figures based on every
action-packed season of the TV show!  These 6.5”
figures feature a highly stylized look and are modeled
after the Red Ranger from the current Operation
Overdrive season all the way back to the Mighty
Morphin debut in 1993.  Each comes with a display
stand for posing, as well as an accessory.  This limited
edition toy is perfect for young kids who love action
figures, as well as the adult collector who grew up as a
Power Rangers fan. There are 13 total to collect!

$9.99 4+ July/August

5” FIGURE SETS – New for 2007! Celebrate 15 years
of the Power Rangers with these exclusive History Sets.
Each collection includes five 5” Red Ranger action
figures from every incarnation of the TV show.  Comes
in three different uniquely packaged sets.   Set 1: Mighty
Morphin , Zeo, Time Force, Dino Thunder and
Operation Overdrive.  Set 2: Turbo, In Space, Wild
Force, Dino Thunder and SPD.  Set 3: Lost Galaxy,
Lightspeed Rescue, Ninja Storm, Mystic Force and SPD.

$19.99 4+ July


